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makeshift english meaning cambridge dictionary
Apr 25 2024

adjective us ˈmeɪk ʃɪft add to word list temporary and of low quality but used because of a
sudden need we pulled into a makeshift parking area definition of makeshift from the cambridge
academic content dictionary cambridge university press examples of makeshift makeshift

makeshift definition meaning merriam webster
Mar 24 2024

the meaning of makeshift is a usually crude and temporary expedient substitute how to use
makeshift in a sentence synonym discussion of makeshift

makeshift definition meaning dictionary com
Feb 23 2024

noun a temporary expedient or substitute we used boxes as a makeshift while the kitchen chairs
were being painted synonyms jury rig contrivance make do adjective also make shift y serving as
or of the nature of a makeshift synonyms ersatz jury improvised temporary emergency discover more
word history and origins

makeshift definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Jan 22 2024

adjective done or made using whatever is available the rock served as a makeshift hammer synonyms
improvised jury rigged impermanent temporary not permanent not lasting noun something contrived
to meet an urgent need or emergency synonyms make do stopgap see more cite this entry style mla
makeshift
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makeshift definition in american english collins english
Dec 21 2023

makeshift meɪkʃɪft adjective makeshift things are temporary and usually of poor quality but they
are used because there is nothing better available the cardboard boxes and makeshift shelters of
the homeless synonyms temporary provisional make do substitute more synonyms of makeshift

makeshift meaning of makeshift in longman dictionary of
Nov 20 2023

from longman dictionary of contemporary english make shift ˈmeɪkʃɪft adjective made to be used
for a short time only when nothing better is available the refugees slept in makeshift tents at
the side of the road examples from the corpus makeshift thousands have tried to flee in makeshift
boats

makeshift adjective definition pictures pronunciation and
Oct 19 2023

adjective ˈmeɪkʃɪft ˈmeɪkʃɪft usually before noun used temporarily for a particular purpose
because the real thing is not available synonym provisional improvised a few cushions formed a
makeshift bed the hall had been turned into a makeshift hospital oxford collocations dictionary

makeshift definition in the cambridge learner s dictionary
Sep 18 2023

adjective always before noun uk ˈmeɪkʃɪft us add to word list add to word list temporary and low
quality makeshift shelters definition of makeshift from the cambridge learner s dictionary
cambridge university press translations of makeshift in chinese traditional 權宜的 臨時代用的 see more in
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chinese simplified 权宜的 临时代用的 see more

makeshift wiktionary the free dictionary
Aug 17 2023

made to work or suffice improvised substituted they used the ledge and a few branches for a
makeshift shelter translations edit made to work or suffice etymology 2 edit 1560s from make
shift noun edit

makeshift definition meaning yourdictionary
Jul 16 2023

noun filter adjective that will do for a while as a substitute webster s new world similar
definitions made to work or suffice improvised substituted they used the ledge and a few branches
for a makeshift shelter wiktionary synonyms jury rigged improvised improvisatorial impromptu
extemporary extemporaneous emergency temporary

makeshift definition of makeshift by the free dictionary
Jun 15 2023

noun something used temporarily or reluctantly when other means are not available expediency
expedient shift stopgap the american heritage roget s thesaurus

makeshift n adj meanings etymology and more oxford
May 14 2023

ˈmeɪkˌʃɪft mayk shifft see pronunciation where does the word makeshift come from earliest known
use mid 1500s makeshift is formed within english by conversion etymons to make a shift at shift n
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phrases p 1 see etymology nearby entries make play n 1592 make pleas n 1604 make queen n 1655

makeshift definition meaning britannica dictionary
Apr 13 2023

the britannica dictionary makeshift 1 entries found makeshift adjective makeshift ˈ meɪkˌʃɪft
adjective britannica dictionary definition of makeshift used as a usually rough and temporary
replacement for something a large box served as a makeshift table

makeshift synonyms 71 similar and opposite words merriam
Mar 12 2023

synonyms for makeshift new alternative alternate other substitute another second different
antonyms of makeshift first original former same permanent identical equal lasting

make shift definition and meaning collins english dictionary
Feb 11 2023

definition of make shift make shift in american english to manage or do the best one can with
whatever means are at hand see full dictionary entry for shift webster s new world college
dictionary 4th edition copyright 2010 by houghton mifflin harcourt all rights reserved browse
alphabetically make shift make sense of sth

makeshift definition and meaning collins english dictionary
Jan 10 2023

adjective usually adjective noun makeshift things are temporary and usually of poor quality but
they are used because there is nothing better available the cardboard boxes and makeshift
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shelters of the homeless a makeshift coffee table synonyms temporary provisional make do
substitute more synonyms of makeshift

29 synonyms antonyms for makeshift thesaurus com
Dec 09 2022

noun as in temporary help compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strong matches expediency expedient
recourse refuge replacement resort resource shift stopgap substitute weak matches last resort pis
aller discover more

makeshift people first employee scheduling software
Nov 08 2022

makeshift people first employee scheduling software smarter scheduling happier teams create ai
optimized schedules track time manage budgets and more get the right people in the right place at
the right time try it free book demo say goodbye to an all in one solution that s super easy to
use and quick to deploy

plushies makeship
Oct 07 2022

plushies fueled by the community you help bring the products designed by your favorite creators
to life by funding the campaign within the 21 days
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